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3breaking news

david shaw, '95 named bradford M. freeman
director of football / head coach

Jan 13, 2011, Stanford California.

Stanford's Jaquish & Kenninger
Director of Athletics Bob Bowlsby
has appointed David Shaw '95 to the
position of Bradford M. Freeman
Director of Football / Head Coach.
Shaw, 38, becomes the 34th head
coach in Stanford history and the
first alum to lead the program
since Paul Wiggin (1980-83).
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biopolymers

Figure 3.1. Biopolymers. Characteristic length scales on the cellular and sucellular level..
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biopolymers

   typical examples of biopolymers
• genes: RNA and DNA
• gene products: peptides and proteins
• biopolymers not coded by genes: lipids,
   polysaccharides, and carbohydrates

biopolymers are made up of monomers and polymers.
monomers are smaller micromolecules such as nucleic acids, amino
acids, fatty acid, and sugar. assembled together as repeating
subunits, monomers form long macromolecules which are referred to
as polymers.

biopolymers are extremely flexible. upon thermal fluctua-
tions, they may bend from side to side and jiggle around. this is the
nature of soft matter related to the notion of entropy.
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the cytoskeleton

Figure 1.3. Eukaryotic cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton provides structural stability and is responsible for force transmission
during cell locomotion. Microtubules are thick hollow cylinders reaching out from the nucleus to the membrane, intermediate
filaments can be found anywhere in the cytosol, and actin filaments are usually concentrated close to the cell membrane.
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actin filaments

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

Figure 1.4.1 Actin filaments form tight parallel  bundles which are stabilized by cross-linking
proteins.  Deeper in the cystol the actin network adopts a gel-like structure, stabilized by a
variety of actin binding proteins.
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microtubules

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

Figure 1.4.3 The cytoskeleton includes a network of microtubules created by the lateral
association of protofilaments formed by the polymerization of tubulin dimers.
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the cytoskeleton

actin filaments are 7nm in diameter and consist of two intertwined actin chains.
they are tension bearing members of the cell. being located close to the cell
membrane, they are responsible for inter- and intracellular transduction. together
with myosin, they from the contraction apparatus to generate muscular contraction
of skeletal and cardiac muscle.

intermediate filaments are 8-12nm in diameter and thus more stable than actin
filaments. they are also tension bearing within a cell. anchoring at organelles, they
organize and maintain the three dimensional structure of the cell.

microtubules are hollow cylinders, 25nm in diameter with a 15nm lumen. they are
comprised of 13 protofilaments consisting of ! and " tubulin. microtubules are
organized by the centrosome, but reassemble dynamically. unlike actin and
intermediate filaments, microtubules can also bear compression. in addition, they
form a highway for intracellular transport.
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axial deformation - tension
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axial deformation - tension
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axial deformation - tension
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tension vs bending - trusses vs beams

143.2 biopolymers - energy

• axial deformation
• transverse deformation, scaled rotation of beam axis

   overall deformation = axial + transverse deformation

tension vs bending - trusses vs beams
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transverse deformation - bending

   euler bernoulli beam theory
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the beam axis)
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transverse deformation - bending
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transverse deformation - bending

• kinematics

• constitutive equation

• stress resultants

• equilibrium
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transverse deformation - bending
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mechanics of microtubules
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mechanics of microtubules

Figure 1. Microtubules as cellular supports. Microtubules are support structures for the cell. When S2 cells are depleted of
actin filaments, long, mircotubule-filled processes remain. The outline of the cell is clearly seen in differential interference
contrast microscopy (DIC) on the left. Fluorescence imaging of GFP-tubulin reveals that long extensions are supported by
microtubules. Before actin was depleted, the cells were almost perfectly round.

hawkins, mirigian, yasar, ross [2010]
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mechanics of microtubules

Figure 2. Microtubule structure and dynamics. Microtubules are polymer filaments made from tubulin dimers. The tubulin heterodimer is
made of a beta (dark) and alpha (light) subunit. A few hundred dimers bind together to nucleate the polymer, and individual dimers add on to
the ends to growt the microtubule. The plus end is the more dynamic and rapidly growthing and shrinking end, the minus end is less dynamic.

hawkins, mirigian, yasar, ross [2010]
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• essential structural elements, outline cell shape
• serve as support for extended morphologies
   axons, dendrites, and cilia
• enable efficient, long-range transport
• work individually instead of as a network

mechanics of microtubules
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mechanics of microtubules - cilia

Scanning electron microscope image of lung trachea epithelium. Inside cilia and flagella is a microtubule-based cytoskeleton called the axoneme.
The axoneme of primary cilia typically has a ring of nine outer microtubule doublets, and the axoneme of a motile cilium has two central
microtubule doublets in addition to the nine outer doublets. The axonemal cytoskeleton acts as a scaffolding for various protein complexes and
provides binding sites for molecular motor proteins such as kinesin II, that help carry proteins up and down the microtubules.

daghlian [2006]
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mechanics of microtubules - flagella

Though eukaryotic flagella and motile cilia are ultrastructurally identical, the beating pattern of the two organelles can be different. In the case of
flagella, e.g., the tail of a sperm, the motion is propeller-like. In contrast, beating of motile cilia consists of coordinated back-and-forth cycling of
many cilia on the cell surface.
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abstract. microenvironments appear important in stem cell lineage
specification but can be difficult to adequately characterize or
control with soft tissues. native mesenchymal stem cells are shown here
to specify lineage and commit to phenotypes with extreme sensitivity to
tissue level elasticity. soft matrices that mimic brain are neurogenc,
stiffer matrices that mimic muscle are myogenic, and comparatively
rigid matrices that mimic collagenous bone prove osteogenic. during the
initial week in culture, reprogramming of these lineages is possible
with addition of soluble induction factors, but after several weeks in
culture, cells commit to the lineage specified by matrix elasticity,
consistent with the elasticity-insensitive commitment of differentiated
cell types. inhibition of nonmuscular myosin II blocks all elasticity
directed lineage specification - without strongly perturbing many other
aspects of cell function and shape. the results have significant
implications for understanding physical effects of the in vivo
microenvironment and also for therapeutic use of stem cells.

engler, sen, sweeney, discher [2006]
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engler, sen, sweeney, discher [2006]


